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CHAPTER I 
INTROD!l"CTION 
lfursing service and the school. of :muoing should be considered 
separate entities, since the primary p11rpose of the former is service to 
patients, and, of the l.atter, education of its students, There must be, 
neverthol.ees, cl.ose integration and coordination, for whil.e they have 
independent p11rposes they al.so have interlocking and interdependent ~c­
tions. One such :tunction is the assignment of students to the musing 
care of patients, in which both the welfare of patients and education of 
students is involved, For a long time, teaching of students was done on 
the wards by- the head :muse, who often held a dua1 position. While this 
pattern had llll!.ey" weaknesses, it did have one advantage in that the 
instmctor was a part of all the activities of the ward. Now it is 
common to have these two positions held b;r different persons. 
A school of DUrsingutilizes the hospital for clinical practice. 
lfursing education is fortunate in having this experience so re.edily 
available to its students with an opportunity- to apply, under gu.idance, 
the theoretical principles that have been presented in the classroom. 
However, there are some disadvantages, perhaps the chief one of which 
is lack of understanding among head :muses and clinical instructors of 
their roles in student education. Both desire. a high level of nursing 
care for patients but each seems to have a different concept of how 
this can beet be achieved • 
• 
• 
• 
The concept o£ the role is strategic to the integration o£ the two 
levels o£ theoretical analysis, psychological and sociological •••• 
Every individual has a need £or roleship, that is, the need to become 
and to remain an accepted and respected, di£ferentiated and integrated 
part of a congenial functioning group, the collective purposes o£ which 
are congruent with the individual 1 a ideals •1 
In the gap that exists between head nurses and clinical instructors, 
students are potentially, if not actually, between two lines of authority 
and control. 
Problems of students are how to steer a course through the tides, 
crossau.rrents, and shifting winds found in the gulf separating educa-
tion from service.2 
STATl!MENT OF PBOBIJ!M 
This study was undertaken to ascertain: 
1. Row the head nurses see their activities in relation to student 
education. 
2. Row the clinical instructors see their activities in relation 
to student education. 
J. Row the head nurses and clinical instructors see each other's 
activities in relation to student education. 
4. To what extent there is conflict in their activities. 
5. To what extent there is duplication of effort. 
i lKluckhohn, c., Murr3¥, H. and Schneider, D., Personality in 
' Nature, Society and Oc.lture, pp. 18-19 
2t.!artin, H., '1Fducation and Service: Divi.sion and Unity, 11 
Nursing Outlook, November 1959, P• 65:3· 
2 
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It is evident that a major concern of this study is the expectations 
which the clinical instructors and head mrses have of each other and 
themselves. Although it is not a purpose of this study to trace out the 
consequences of these expectations for behavior, there is no doubt that 
they have an important effect. Gross and Mason have pointed out that: 
People do not behave in a random manner. Their behavior is 
influenced to some extent by their own expectations and those of 
others in the group or society in which they are participants. 
It is important to specify an individual's relational identities 
in order to determine what expectations are held for him.3 
It is hoped that the findings of this study will enable both groups 
to see how they are presently functioning as well as how they feel they 
should be functioning. If clinical instructors and head mrses ~ee their 
own and each other 1s role more clearly, perhaps they will be able to 
function more effectively and with greater satisfaction in their jobs. 
It was felt that the findings of this study might be helpful to 
those who are presently clinical instructors and head nurses as well as 
those in charge of the specific departments in which these people work. 
The findings may also point up the need for clarification of job functions 
and also indicate how much interpretation of each other's role is necessary 
from time to time. 
Since the study was limited to two institutions, the findings may 
not be applicable to other institutions. 
3Groos, N., Mason, W. and McEachern, A., Exolorations in~ 
Anaqsis, p. 58. 
• 
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SCOPE 
The study was made in two large general hospitals in an urban area 
o:f New Jihgland. Each hospital conducts a three-year program leading to 
a diploma in nursing. The tool used was a check list of teaching and 
administrative activities and a questionnaire to obtain personal, pro:fes-
aional and educational background information. The same tool was 
administered to :fourteen clinical instructors and :fourteen head nurses 
in hospital A and :five clinical instructors and :five head nurses in 
hospital ll. 
DEFJJIITION OF TJ!IB.IINOLOGY 
Throughout the study, the following terms will be used as here 
defined: 
The clinical instructor is a member of a :faculty of a school o:f 
nursing who 11has as her chief responsibility the planning snd direction 
of the instructional program within the clinical area of student 
experience. 114 
The head nurse is a member of the nursing service staff who is 
responsible :for the administration of nursing service in a single unit 
o:f a clinical division. 
4:srown, Amy F., Clinical Instruction, p. 11 • 
4 
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!!!.he terms clinical area, clinical unit and ward are used inter-
changeably and indicate the clinical divisions which a head nurse admin-
isters and in which students receive experience. 
l!lz:pectations refer to 11a set of evaluative standards applied to an 
incumbent of a particular position. 16 
Role refers to 11how an individual actually performs in a given 
position as distinct from how hs is supposed to perform. 11 6 
SUMI-!Al!Y OF PRESENTATION 
Chapter II contains the theoretical framework for the study and a 
review of the pertinent literature. Chapter III gives a detailed account 
of the methodology used. rhe findings and their analysis are presented 
in chapter IV. Chapter V includes the summary, conclusions. and recom-
mendations resulting from the study. 
5Ch-oss, .llll.•cit., p. 58. 
6Ibid. , p. 67 • 
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CRAP~ER II 
THEORmi CAL FRAME\>/ORK FOR STUDY 
In the past, nursing students earned their education through service 
to the hospital and patients. ~he needs of nursing service dictated the 
teaching, sometimes adding breadth and sometimes without consideration for 
the students' education or welfare. ~oday, 
~echnical and conceptual changes in medicine have placed a demand 
on nursing to provide nurses with greater knowledge. Changing concepts 
from health and illness involving the role of socio-psychological 
dynamics of illness and recovery seem to demand that the nurse be more 
sophisticated about the nature of human behavior not only for the 
patient but also for herself.l 
In order to give students the type of education that seems necessary 
for them to be better informed, more sophisticated and skillful in the 
administration of nursing, the concept of nursing education has changed 
considerallly. ~his change from the apprenticeship method of training 
nurses to more and better planned education for nurses has been associated 
with a separation of nursing education from nursing service. However, the 
two are still interdependent and will no doubt remain so. 
~his interdependence is manifested within the clinical unit, where 
: head nurses and clinical instructors have specific goals and functions. 
! 
lMartin, H., IIJ!'.ducation and Service: Division and Unity, 11 Nursing 
Outlook, November 1959, P• 650 • 
• 
• 
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It is in the clinical division where the nursing student receives 
the opportunity to analyze nursing care problems and thus learns to 
give nursing care, that the greatest problem regarding the specificity 
of functions is presented. Here is where nursing service and nursing 
education personnel are placed together in a working situation. Their 
fusion, so often theorized must now be realized. If their roles are 
not interpreted clearly, confusion rather than unity prevails.Z 
Since the students• learning experiences are selected in a nursing 
service situation there is need for joint planning and conferences with 
nursing service personnel in order to ensure educationally soUnd learning. 
To~ the activities of the person who holds the he~ nurse position 
are more complex. Her position has expanded as a line administration 
position because the many services now rendered to patients from dif-
ferent departments in the hospitals 11111st be coordinated.J 
However, the head nurse has still remained responsible for the 
integration of students with the rest of her staff and works with the 
clinical instructor to see that they ac~uire the various kinds of exper-
ience necessary in their education. She is thus pnt in a position which 
relegates her to the role of ~uasi educator. Head nurses therefore feel 
a great deal of responsibility for teaching, supervising and otherwise 
helping students. Thus conflict arises from the discrepancies between 
what they feel they should be doing, what is expected of them in regard 
to educating students and what they are really able to do because of 
other administrative assignments expected to be carried out on time. 
2Donovan, V., IIA Study to Determine the Hole of the Head Nurse in 
the :Basic Collegiate Students' Clinical Jilxperience, 11 U.lipUblished Master 1B 
thesis, :Boston University, :Boston, 1956, p. 8. 
JrBilkauer, R., liThe Position of the Head Nurse, 11 American Journal 
.Q.i NursiDg, August 1955, p. 957 • 
8 
The clinical instructor bas been employed solely to supervise and 
educate students. This new position was intended to relieve the head 
nurse of some of her teaching responsibilities. 
:Because head nurses and clinical instructors use the same envi-
ronment ,,for attaining their goals and because they are expected to work 
cooperatively, a more complete understanding of the differences and 
similarities of their own and each other's fUnctions is needed. 
" 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
MErHODOLOGY 
The study was undertaken in two hospitals located in Greater Boston. 
They are basically similar in that both are general hospitals engaged in 
patient care, education and research and conduct accredited schools of 
nursing leading to a diploma in nursing. The students in both schools of 
nursing are assigned to various medical and surgical areas of the hospital 
for clinical practice. There is a permanent head nurse in each clinical 
area who is directly responsible for the nursing service in that area. 
In School of NUrsing A, the clinical instructors are responsible 
for teaahing at the bedside and for planned ward teaching. There is a 
clinical instructor assigned to each clinical area. Fourteen head nurses 
and fourteen clinical instructors were arbitrarily selected to participate 
in the study. At the time of the study there were eight to ten students 
assigned to each clinical unit. 
In School of NUrsing B, the clinical instructors are not only 
responsible for the instruction that takes place within the clinical area, 
but have formal teaching responsibilities in the School of NUrsing. At 
times, some of these instructors are responsible for the instructional 
program in more than one clinical area. There are five clinical units 
in the hospital to which students are always assigned. The five head 
nurses and five clinical instructors working in these clinical areas were 
selected to participate in the study. At the time of the study, there 
were nine to nineteen students assigned to each of these clinical areas. 
• 
• 
• 
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TOOLS 
In order to collect the data, a check list o:f teaching and adminis-
trative activities and a questionnaire were used. The list o:f activities 
were derived :from various sources: A.N.A. Statement o:f FUnctions, Standards 
~ 9:uali:fications :for head nurses and teachers, Olson's _H_e_ad_ Nu=ruse!a 
Activities in.!!. General Hospital, BroWn's Clinical Instruction, unpublished 
theses and ideas o:f the writers o:f this study. 
The check list included three columns. Column 1 listed :forty-:five 
activities related to teaching and administration. Column 2 was entitled 
liWho Actualzy Does Thesel1• Column 3 was entitled "Who Should Be llesponsible 
For These". When checking CoJnmn 2 the respondents were asked to consider 
the activities as they were per:formed within six weeks prior to :filling 
out the check list. The time o:f six weeks was given in order that their 
recall be as accurate as possible. Columns 2 and 3 were devised to obtain 
comparative information about who is actualzy carrying out the activities 
and who the respondents :feel should be carrying them out. A space :for 
comment was provided. 
The questionnaire requested personal, pro:fessional and educational 
data about the participants. The items on the questionnaire were appli-
cable to both the head m1rses and clinical instructors. Two additional 
questions were directed speci:ficalzy to the head llllrses relating to the 
personnel on their wards a.nd their t ea.ching responsibilities • 
The check list and questionnaire were tested with two clinical 
instructors who had :formerlY been head IDJ.rses. The length o:f time needed 
• 
• 
to complete the forms was approximately one to one and one-half hours, 
Their comments and criticisms ware used to modifY the tool before the 
final draft .1 
COLLl!XlTING THE DATA 
Permission to conduct the study was obtained from the Director of 
Nursing in both hospitals. Arrangements were made in each hospit~ 
meet separately with each group of head IJU.rses and clinica~ructors 
to discuss the study and their participation in it. The check: list and 
questionne.ire, with directions, were given to them at that time, They 
were asked to complete the forms within two d~s and leave it in a 
specified place. Those >Tho were unable to be present at the initial 
meeting >Tere contacted individually. .AJ.l check: lists and questionnaires 
were returned by the respondents within a week. 
The data for head nnrses and clinical instructors were compiled 
and tallied separately for hospital A and hospital B. The findings are 
presented; in the next chapter, 
The professional education and experience of the 38 participants 
are listed in Tables I to IV. 
~he check list and questionnaire are given in the appendix. 
' 
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T.AJlLE I 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF CLINICAL 
INSTRUCTORS IN HOSPITALS A AND B 
HOSPITALS 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION A B 
N=l4 Na5' 
Basic 
Diploma 6 J 
Degree 8 2 
Graduate Nurse 
Bacca.lanreate Degree 5 J 
·Mast13r 1s Degree 
Credits Toward Bachelor 1 s Degree 1 
Credits Toward Master 1s Degree 
. J 2 
• 
TABLE II 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE OF OLIN! CAL 
INSTRUCTORS IN HOSPITALS A AND B 
HOSPITAL A HOSPITAL B 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE N=l4 N=5 
RANGE IN RANGE IN 
NUMBER ' MONTHS NUMBER MONTHS 
Staff Nursing J.l 6-96 5 6-29 
Assistant Head No.rsing 1 6 1 18 
Head Nursing 4 6-12 2 6-12 
I Teaching 14 6-96 5 7-72 
Supervising 2 24-36 . 
Camp No.rsing 1 J 
Special ~ty Nursing 1 12 
• Research 1 10 
I 
• 1:3 
TABLE III 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION OF HEAD 
NURSES IN HOSPITALS A AND ll 
HOSPITALS 
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION A B 
N•14 N•.5 
Basic 
Di:ploma 14 
.5 
Degree 
Graduate Nu.rse 
:Baccalaureate Degree 2 
Master's Degree 
Credits Toward Bachelor's Degree 
.5 2 
Credits Toward Master's Degree 1 
• TABLE IV 
PBOFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE OF HEAD 
NURSES INHOSPITALS A AND ll 
HOSPITAL A HOSPITAL B 
PBOF.ESSIONAL EXPERIENCE N=l4 N•.5 
RANGE IN RANGE IN 
NtJM:BER MONTHS NtJM:BER MONTHS 
Sta:t'f Nu.rsing 14 6-72 .5 4-36 
Assistant Head Nursing 7 6...;24 4 4-12 
Head Nursing 13 6-1~2 5 6-55 
Su:pervising 1 24 
S:pecial ~ty Nursing 2 6-12 
• 
•• 
• 
• 
. CHAPTER IV 
PllESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
'.The check list consisted of a total of 45 activities. The first 
44 activities were found to be directly applicable to the study. Activity 
number 45 which was "ansttering the telephone" was omitted after the data 
bad been compiled because the majority of respondents stated that it was 
the secretary's responsibility. 
The data were analyzed so as to bring out the presence or absence 
of agreement within each of the two groups and between the two groups. 
The method for carrying out this analysis was to sey that a group agreed 
among themselves when over half of the group checked the same statement 
about who was presently doing an activity or who should do it, and to sey 
that there was agreement bet~reen groups when there was agreement within 
each group and also the content of their agreement was· the same. This 
method of analysis made it possible to classifY the responses six weys: 
1. Activities in which head nurses and clinical instructors agree 
among themselves and with each. other. 
2. Activities in which head nurses and clinical instructors agree 
among themselves but not with each other. 
J. Activities in which head Imrses agree among themselves but 
clinical instructors do not agree. 
4. Activities in which clinical instructors agree among themsel.ves 
but head nurses do not agrefil • 
= 
'• 
• 
5; Activities in which head nurses did not come to aey agreement. 
6. Activities in which clinical instructors did not come to ~ 
agreement. 
15 
There was only one instance in which neither group agreed about one 
of the two questions posed about activities. In Hospital A, neither group 
agreed ab'out activity number 18, 11 assuming responsibility when student does 
not complete assignment, 11 in regard to either who is doing this or who 
should be doing this. 
It' mey be pointed out here that for Hospitals A and :S, there was 
" never a unanimous agreement for~ activity by either the head nurses or 
clinical instructors, 
Tables V and VI relate to the activities in which head nurses and 
clinical instructors agree among themselves and with each other. In 
Hospital A, in regard to the question of who does the activity, there was 
agreement for 20 out of 44 activities (4J%), In regard to the question of 
who should do it, there was agreement for 28 out of 44 activities (64%). 
In Hospital :S, in regard to who does the activity, there was agreement for 
11 out of 44 activities (25%) and in regard to who should do the activity, 
)1 out of 44 activities (?o%). 
It is evident that in both hospitals there were m~ more instances 
of agreement within and between the categories of personnel about who should 
be carrying out an activity than there were instances of such agreement 
about who is carrying out an activity, This could indicate conflict within 
themselves and in their working relationships with each other, 
• 16 
. TAllLE V 
ACTIVITiliB IN WHICH HlilAD :J!ltJRSm AJID CLINICAL INSTHIJCTOllS IN 
HOSPITAL A AGREE AMONG T!DiMSELVliB .AIDl WITH EACH OTHER 
Does These Should D<> TheAe 
Activities R.N. C.I. :Both R.N. C.I. :Both 
1. Orienting students to the p~sical 
- - - --. --
X 
set-up o:f the clinical area. 
3· Orienting students to the adminis-
trative routines o:f evening and X X 
night duty. 
6. Demonstrating new procedures and 
techniques to students (ex. admit-
--- - - . --
X 
ting procedure, dressing technique, 
ate.). 
7· Supervising students doing new X X I procedures. 
• 
8. Discussing daily or special assign-
mente with students. X 
X 
9. Determining the type o:f specific 
care and the amount o:f time needed 
-- - - -- --
X 
:for individual patients. 
10. Questioning and answering students 
about drugs, procedures, etc., in 
- - - - -. --
X 
relation to patient care. 
11. Assisting students to give direct 
--- -- --
X I nursing care. 
12. Assisting students to identifY 
their own problems regarding X X 
musing care. 
13. Assisting students to recognize X X I patient problems. 
14. Assisting students to handle 
patient problems. 
X X I 
21. Encouraging students to assume 
increasing responsibility :for 
- - - -- --
X 
personal and professional growth • 
• 
I 
• 17 
TABLE V (continued) 
ACTIVITUB Does These Shoul.d Do These 
R.N. c. I. Both H. B. C. I. Both 
22. Discussing with students their 
probl.ems in interpersonal. relation- X X 
ships. 
2.3. Discussing and/or eval.uating stu- X X dent 1s teaching pl.an. 
25. Checking verbal.l.y or by examining 
charts student's execution of 
- -- - - . --
X 
nursing measures. 
27- Writing anecdotal notes on students. X --- --- --
28. Writing student progress reports. X X 
29. Conducting evaluation conferences 
with students upon compl.etion of X X 
• 
assigmnent to cl.inical. area • 
JO. Investigating student errors X 
and/or omissions. - - - - - - --
.31. Investigating accidents • 
(Studell.til or patients') X X 
.3.3. Pl.anning student Is time. X --- --- --
.35- Answering doctors' questions 
regardi1l-€; patients • X X 
.36. Accepting and transcribing 
doctors• orders. X X 
.37. Accepting compl.aints from doctors 
and other persons regarding X X 
patient care. 
.)8. Initiating patient education and 
--- --- --
X 
rehabil.i tation. 
4o. Initiating education of the X family. 
41. Participating in e~ucation of 
family • X X 
• 
• 18 
TABLE V (contiDlled) 
Does These Shau.ld Do These 
Activities H.N. C.I, :Both R.N. C.I. :Both 
42. Interpreting to doctors community- X X 
resau.rces to patients, 
4J. Directing and teaching non-prof'es- X X 
sional workers on the job. 
44. Assisting visitors. - - . - - . 
--
X 
X indicates agreement as previously- defined • 
• 
• 
• 19. 
TABLE VI 
.. 
ACTIVITIES IN WHICH HEAD llUl!SES AND CLINICAL INSTB!JC'l!OBS IN 
HOSPITAL :B AGIIEE .AMONG TIDMSELVES AND WITH EA.CH OTHER 
Does These Should Do These 
Activitiel!l 
R.N. c.I. Both H.m. c. I. Both 
1. Orienting students to the physical ~-- X set-up of the clinical area. -- ---
4. Orienting students to the type of 
desired nnrsing care during eve-
-- --- ---
X 
ning' and nigb.t duty:. 
s. Orienting students to new equip-
--- ---
X 
ment. - -
' 
17· Supervising students doing new X X procedures. I 8. Discussing dail;v or special assign-
-- ---
f--- X 
• 
menta with students • 
,o. ~estioning and anewering students 
about drugs, procedures, etc. in X X 
relation to patient care. Ill. Assisting students to give direct 
-- ---
f--- X 
=rsing care. 
,2. Assisting students to identify their own problems regarding 
-- ---
1--- X 
nursing care. 
llJ. Assisting students to recognize 
--
'--- r--- X 
patient problems. 
~4. Assisting students to handle -- --- ~-- X patient problems. 
15. Initiating informal discussions 
X with students regarding patient 
-- ~-- 1---
care. 
16. Condncting informal discussions 
with students regarding patient 
-- 1- - - 1--- X 
care. 
17. Ascertaining that student's 
• 
assignment is completed. X 
X 
I (. 
20 
TABLE VI ( conti=ed) 
Does These Should Do These Activities H.N. C.I. Both H.N'. o.I. Both 
18. Assuming responsibility when stu-
X X dent does not complete assignment. 
21. Encouraging students to assume 
increasing responsibility for 
--
1--- 1--- X 
personal and professional growth. 
22. Dis~ssing with students their 
problems in interpersonal rela-
--
1--- 1- - - X 
tionships. 
23. Dis~ssing and/or evaluating . 
-- f- - - 1--- X student's working plan. 
26. Evaluating the effectiveness of 
patient care given by students 
--
1- - - 1--- X 
~· 
on a daily basis. I. 2?. Writing anecdotal notes on 1- - - 1--- X --students. 
28. Writing student progress reports. X X 
29. Conducting evaluation conferences 
with students upon completion of X X 
assignment to clinical area. 
jO, Investigating student errors 
--
1- - - 1--- X and/or omissions. 
jl. Investigating accidents. 
-- ~-- --- X 
33· Planning student's time. X -- --- ---
35· Answering doctors' questions X X 
regarding patients. 
36. Accepting and transcribing X X doctors' orders. 
j8. Initiating patient education 
-- --- ---
X 
and rehabilitation. 
39. Interpreting to doctors commu-
-- --- ---
X I nity resources to patients. 
• ' 
\ -
) 
' 
• 21 TABLE VI ( contizmed) 
·Does These Should Do These 
Activities R.N. C.I. Both H.N. C.I •. Both 
l.fo. Initiating education o:f the :family. 
--
1---
---
X 
42. In~erpreting to doctors community 1--- X resources to patients. -- ---
43. Directing and teaching non-pro:fes- X X 
sional workers on the job. 
44. Assisting visitors. X X 
X indicates agreement as previously defined. 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
. 
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!l'ables VII and VIII relate to the activities about which head nurses 
and clinical instru.ctors agreed with themselves but net with each other. 
In Hospital A in regard to who does the activity, there were .S out of 44 
activities (n%) in which both groups agreed Slllong· themselves but not with 
. . 
each other. In regard to the question of who should do it, there' were· 2 · 
out of 44 activities (~) in which both groups agreed among themselyes but 
not with each other. In Hospital :B, in regard to ·who Cl.oes the activity, 
there were 2:3 out of 44 activities. (5:;%) and who should do the activity, 
there were 8 out of 44 activities (i~). 
This type of 981"eement was more. common in each group in regard to 
[what t.b.e;r are doing than in regard to what they should be doing. In hoB-
. 
f»ital :B, in which most of this type of agreement occa.rrcd, the clinical 
instru.ctors felt that they- were ·solely responsible for car¢ng out certni~ 
activities and head Dnrses felt that both clinical instructors and head 
~rses were responsible for cnreying out the same activities. This shows 
that not only is there lack of communication of who is doing what but also 
rnises the question whether their own feelings as to who should be respon-
sible for the activities preclude their ability to observe or be aware of 
who is actually carrying them out • 
. 
' i 
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ACTIVITIES IN WHICH HEAD NUBSES AND CLINICAL 
INSTBIJCTOBS IN HOSPITAL A AGREE AMONG 
T!IJ!MSELVES BUT NOT WITH EACH OTHER 
Does These Shallld Do These I 
Activities H.N. C.I. Both B:.J.iT. C.I. :Both I 
4-. Orienting students to the type 
of desired nnrsing care during H.B. c.r. 
-- ---
1- - -
evening and night dut;r. 
10. ~estioning and answering stu-
dents about drugs, procedures, C.I. H.N. 
--
1--- 1---
etc., in relation to patient 
ear e. 
1,5. Initiating informal discussions 
with students regarding patient C.I. H.N. C.I. H.N. 
care • 
• 30. Investigating student errors and/or omissions. C.I. R.N. -- 1- - - f- - -
39· Participating in patient educe.- H.N. C. I. H. liT c. I. tion and rehabilitation. 
• 
! 
I 
) 
( 
• ~ 
T.AllLE VIII 
ACTIVITil!S IN WHICR HEAD NTJRSJ!5 AND CLINICAL 
IlllSTBUCTO:BS IN HOSPITAL ll AGBEE AMO:NG 
THEMSEr.Vl!S :BUT NOT WITH EACH OTHER 
Does These Should Do These 
Activities 
H.lir. c.I. :Both H.B. c. I. :Both I 
2. Orienting students to DD.rsing H. B. C.I. H •. !l. C.I. routines in the clinical area. 
4. Orienting students to the type 
of desired musing during eve- o.r. R.N. 
--
1---
---
ning and night duty. 
s. Orienting students to new equip-
c.I. H. B. ment. -- --- ---
6. Demonstrating new procedures and c.r. R.N. c. I. H.ll. I techniques to students • 
• 
11. Assisting students to give direct 
c.I. H.R. 
--- -----DD.rsing care. 
12. Assisting students to identi:f';r thai C. I. H.B. 
-- --- ---own problems regarding musing care 
lJ. Assisting students to recognize O.I. R.N. 
-- --- -- .. I patient problems. 
14. Assisting students to handle C.I. H.N. 
-- --- --- I patient problems. 
1_5. Initiating informal dis01ssions 
with students regarding patient O.I. H.lT. 
-- --- ---
care. 
16. Conducting informal discnssions 
with students regarding patient C.I. R.B. 
-- ---
...... 
care. 
21. Encouraging students to assume 
increasing responsibility for C.I. H.li. 
-- --- ---personal and professional growth. 
22. Discussing with students their 
problems in interpersonal rela.- c. I. R.N. 
-- --- ---
tionships • 
• 
• 
. 
2.5 
TABLE VIII (continued) 
.. 
Does These Should Do These II Activities 
C.I. II R.N. C. I, :Both R.N. :Both 
2.3. Discussing and/or evaluating C. I. R.Jil. 
-- ---
1--- II student's teaching plan. 
24. Checking verbal~ or by exam-
ining chart!\ student 1s execution R.N. C. I. H.!T. C.I. 
of doctor's orders. 
2,5. Checking verbal~ or by exam-
ining charts, student's execution R.N. C. I. R.N. C. I. 
of nursing measures~ 
26. Evaluating the effectiveness of 
patient care given by students R.N. C.I. 
--
1--- ~--
on a daily basis. 
27. Writing anecdotal records on C.I. R.N • . ' ~- _j 
-- - --
• 
students • I 
,30. Investigating student errors ~--~ and/or omissions. C.I. H. I'. -- ---
.3.3· Planning students' time. - - - - - . -- C.I. R.N. I 
.34. Teaching administrative duties H.N. C.I, 
-- ---
~- ... I to students. 
.37· Accepting complaints from doctors 
and other persons regarding R.N. C. I. R.N. C.I. 
patient care. 
.38. Initiating patient edncation and H.N. C.I. 
-- -- -~-- I rehab ill tation. 
-
.39- Participating in patient educa.-
II R.N. 
C.I. H.N. C. I-. 
tion and rahabilitation. 
41. Participating in education of H.N. C.I. H.N. C.I. 
-
family. 
I 
! 
-· 
-
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Tables IX and X relate to those activities in which head nurses agree 
among themselves but clinical. instructors do not agree. In Hospital A., in 
regard to who does the activity, there wer,e 6 out of 44 activities (lJ%) in 
which there was agreement. In regard to who should do the activity, there 
were 4 out of 44 activities (9%) in which there was agreement. In Hospital 
B, in regard to who does the activity, there were 5 out of 44 activities 
(11~) in which there was agreement. In regard to who should do the activity, 
there were no activities in which there was agreement. These tables show 
that there is a small percentage of activities ~n which head nurses did come 
to agreement among themselves but clinical instructors did not. However, in 
looking at the tables more closely one can see that for most of the activ-
~- ities listed, the head nurses do not feel that what they are doing is .what 
they should bs doing. One could question the effect this has upon these 
individuals, when they find themselves carrying out activities which they 
do not feel necessarily belong to them. 
• 2.7, T.AllLE IX 
ACTIVITIES IN WHICH HEAD NURSES IN HOSPITAL A I AGREE AMONG THJ!MSEI.VES BUT CLINICAL· 
INSTBOCTORS DO NOT AGREE 
Does These Should Do These I 
Activities H.N. c.I. Both H. H. C.I. Both I 
17 •. Ascertaining that student 1s 
-- --- --
X 
assignment is completed. 
19. Posting illustrative material. X X . I 
26. Evaluating the effectiveness of 
patient care given by students X X 
on a daily basis. 
. )4. Teaching administrative duties 
to students. (Ex. transcribing X 
-- --- --~ 
orders.) 
• )8. Initiating patient education X -- --- ---I and rehabilitation. 
4o. Initiating education of the X 
--
1---
---femi!y. 
44. Assisting visitors. X 
-- --- --- II 
X indicates agreement as previously defined • 
• 
_' 
= 
"-
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~ T.AllLE X 
ACTIVITIES IN WHICH READ NURSES IN HOSPITAL B 
AGREE AMONG TIDMSELVES BUT CLINICAL 
INSTRUCTORS DO NOT AGREE 
I Does These Should Do These II Activities II I H.N. C. I. Both H.N. C.I. Both 
1. Orienting students to physical X 
-- --- ---set-up of clinical area. 
9 •. Determii:u.ng the type of specific 
care and the amount of time X 
--
--- ---
needed for individua1 patients. 
Jl. Investigating accidents. X 
-- --- ---II 
I 
40. Initiating education of the X 
---I famil:¥. - ----
-
' 
•• 
42. Interpreting to doctors COlllllll1nity X 
resources to patientS'. -- --- ---
X indicates agreement as previously defined. 
I 
• 
• 
Tables XI and XII relate to those activities in which clinical 
fl-nstrc.ctors agreed among themselves but the head nurses did not agree. In 
~spital A, in regard to who does the activity, there were 10 out of 44 
J
1
activities (22)1.) in which there was agreement. In regard to who should do 
the activity, there were 8 out of 44 activities (1~) in which there was 
!agreement. In Hospital. :S, in regard to who does the activity, there were i out of 44 activities (9%) in which there was agreement. In regard to 
rho should do the activity, there were 5 out of 44 activities (11%) in 
rwhich there wa.s agreement. These tables show that there is more agreement 
among clinical instructors as to what they should be doing than what they 
1
a.re doing. The reverse is true of the head =rses, as Tables IX and X 
• lshowed.Read Duses had more agreement about what they were doing than 
about what they should be doing • 
• 
29 
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TABLE XI 
ACTiviTIES IN II'IUCii: CLINICAL IliSTlliJCTOBS 
IN HOSPITAL A AGREE AMONG TKEMSEJ:.VES 
BUT HEAD NURSES- DO NOT AGREE 
Does These Should Do These 
ACTIVITIES H,H. C,I, Both H • .N. c .. I. Both 
1. Orienting students to. the p.eysical X 1- - -
-- ---set-~p of the clinical area.. 
2. Orienting students to nursing X X 
routines in the clinical a.rea.. 
s. Orienting students to new equipment. X X 
6. Demonstrating new procedures and 
techniques to students, (Ex. a.dm1.t- X 
- -
... 
ting procedure, dressing technique, -- ---
etc.) 
· . 
9. Determining the type of specific . 
ca.re ·and the amount of time needed X 1--- - .. 
• 
--
for individual patients. 
11. Assisting students to give direct X r- - -nursing care. -- ---
1.6. Conducting informal discnssions 
with students regarding patient X X 
care. 
20. Helping students to coordinate 
patient ca.re with a.lli_ed members. 
(Ex, Social Worker, Dietiticia.n.) X X 
21. Encouraging students to assume 
increasing responsibilitT for X 
--
1---
---
personal and professional growth. 
24. Checking verba.llT or by examining 
charts, student 1 s execntion of X X 
doctor's orders. 
27. Writing anecdotal notes on students. 
--
1--- --- X 
:3:3. Planning student 1s time. 
-- --- ---
X 
41. Participating in education of the 
fsmilT. -- -- - - -·- X I 
• 
:¥:indicates agreement as previously defined, 
I 
J. 
8. 
9. 
19. 
I 
• 20. 
32. 
)4. 
• 
TABLE XII 
ACTIVITIES IN. WHICH CLUICAL DTSTmJCTmiS 
Illf HOSPITAL B. AGREE AMONG THJlMSELVES ': 
:BUT HEAD WllSES- DO NOT AG:BEE 
ACTIVIUl!lS Does These 
H.N. C. I. Both 
Orienting students to the adminis-
trative routines of evening and X 
night duty-. 
Discussing daily- or special. assign- X 
menta with students. 
Determining the ty-pe of specific 
care and the amount of time needed 
--
r--- r---
for individual patients. -
Posting illustrative teaching 
--
r--- 1---
material for students. 
. 
Helping students to coordiDate 
patient care with allied members. X 
Attending teem conferences with X 
students. 
Teaching administrative duties to 
1-- - .;. r---students. --
X indicates agreement as previously- defined • 
Should Do These I 
H.llf. C.l. Both 
--
'---
---
-- '- - -
---I 
X 
X 
X 
X I 
X 
• 
• 
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Tables nil and XIV relate to the activities in which head nurses did 
not came to aey a;;reement. In Hospital A, in regard to who does the activity 
there were 15 out of 44 activities (J~). In regard to who should do the 
activity, there were 13 out of 44 activities (Jo%). In Hospital B, in regard 
to who does the activity, there were 4 out of 44 activities (9%). In regard 
to who should do the activity, there were 6 out of 44 activities (14%). In 
Hospital A, there is a substantial number of activities in which head nnrses 
did not come to any a;;reement among themselves in regard to either question. 
There are fewer activities in Hospital B in which head nnrses did not come 
to aey agreement. One would expect tha.t those with specific job titles 
within a single institution would be more in agreement about which activities 
they are carrying out • 
I 
• JJ 
TABLE XIII 
ACTIVITiliS IN WHICH BEAD WRSliS IN HOSPITAL A 
DID NOT COME TO ANY AGREiill-!ENT 
Activities Does These Shoul.d Do These 
1.. Orienting students to the physical X 
set-up of the clinical area. -- ----
2. Orienting students to rm.rsing routines X X in the clinical area. 
4. Orienting students to the type of de-
sired nnrsing care during evening and 
-----
X 
night duty. 
s. Orienting students to new equipment. X X 
6. Demonstrating new procedures and 
techniques to students. (Ex. sdmi t- X 
------
ting procedure, dressing technique, 
- ' 
• 
etc,) 
9. Determining the type of specific care 
and the amount of time needed for X 
-- ----individual patients. 
I 11. Assisting students to give direct 
~ .... 
X 
-- ----rm.rsing care. 
I 15. Initiating formal. discussions with X X 
students regarding patient care. 
16. Conducting informal discussions with 
students regarding patient care. X X I 
17. Ascertaining that student I a assign- X 
------ I ment is completed. 
18. Assuming responsibility when student X X does not complete assignment. 
20. Helping students to coordinate 
~tient care with al.l.ied members. X X 
l 
Ex. Social \forker, Dietician) 
21. Encouraging students to assume 
\. 
increasing responsibility for persouaJ X ----::..~ 
and professional. growth. 
r ' 
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TABLE XIII ( contimed) 
' 
Activities Does These Should Do These I 
24. Checking verbally or by examining 
charts, student's execution of X X 
doctor's orders. 
25. Checking verbally or by examining 
charts, student's execution of X 
_____ .__ 
nursing mea~res. 
27. Writing anecdotal notes on students. 
- -- --
X I 
32. Attending team conferences or rounds X X I with students. 
33• Planning student's time. ----- X I 
34. Teaching administrative duties to X 
students. ~----
• 
41. Participating in education of the X family. -----
X indicates agreement as previously defined • 
• 
' 
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TABLE XIV 
ACTIVITIES IN lfHICH HEAD NUBSES m HOSPITAL B 
DID NOT CCME TO ANY AGREJ!MENT 
I Activities Does Thes:e Should Do These 
3· Orienting students to administrative X X 
routines o:f evening and night duty. 
8. Discussing daily or special assign- X 
menta with students. -------
9. Determining the type o:f specific 
care and amount o:f time needed :for 
-----
X 
individual patients. 
19. Posting illustrative 
:for students. 
teaching material 
----
X 
20. Helping students to coordinate patient X X 
• 
care with allied members • 
32. Attending team conferences or rounds X X 
with students. 
34. Teaching administrative duties to 
--- *"" 
X 
students. 
X indicates agreement as previously defined. 
• 
I 
Tab1es XV and XVI re1ate to those activities in which c11nica1 
instructors did not come to a~ agreement. In Hospital A, in regard to 
who does the activity, there were 9 out of 44 activities (2o%). In 
regard to who should do the activity, there were 7 out of 44 activities 
(l&,t.). In Hospital ll, in regard to who does the activity, there were 
5 out of 44 activities .(11%). In regard to who should do the activity 
there was 1 out of 44 activities (z%). A1though the tota1 percentage 
for TabiesXV and XVI wer.e lesm than for Tab1es XIII and XIV the 1mp11ca-
tions are the same, that is, one would expect that those with specific 
job tit1es within a single institution would be more in agreement about 
which activities they are carrying out. 
36 
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• 37 TABLE XV 
ACTIVITIES IN WHICH CLINICAL INSTBOCTORS 
IN HOSPITAL A DID NOT COME 
TO ANY AGBEl!MENT 
Activities Does These Should Do These 
17. Ascertaining that student's assign- X X 
ment is completed. 
19. Posting illustrative teaching material X X fo:r students. 
22. Discussing with students their problems X in interpersonal relationships. -----
25. Checking verbally or by examining charts, X 
-------student's execution of nnrsing measures. 
26. J!lvaluating the effectiveness of patient 
care given by students on a daily basis • X X 
• 31. 
Investigating accidents (student or X patient). -----
32. Attending team conferences or rounds 
with students, X X 
34. Teaching administrative duties to X X 
students. (Ex. transcribing orders.) 
38. Initiating patient education and X 
-------rehabilitation. 
4o. Initiating education of the family. X -------
!#+. Assisting visitors. X 
-------
X indicates agreement as previously defined, 
• 
• 38 TABLE XVI 
ACTIVITIE3 IN 1'1HICH CLINICAL INSTBUCTOllS 
IN HOSPITAL B DID NOT COME 
TO ANY AGREFMENT 
I Activities Does These Should. Do These 
l. Orienting students to the physical set- X 
-------up of the clinical area. 
3· Orienting students to the administrative 
------
X I routines of evening and. night duty. 
9. Determining the type of specii'ic care 
and the amount of time needed for X -----~ 
individual patients. 
31. Investigating accidents. X ------~ I 
4o. Initiating education of the family. X ------- I 
• 42. Interpreting to doctors comma.nity X -------re~ources to patients. 
X indicates agreement as previously defined. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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The following is a list qf activities in which there is agreement by 
both head nurses and clinical instructors as to what they ~ doing as well 
as to what they feel they ShoUld be doing. 
In Hospital A: 
(3) Orienting students to the administrative routines of evening 
and night duty. 
(?)Supervising students doing. new procedures. 
(8) Discussing daily or special assignments with students. 
(12) Assisting students to identif,r their own problems regarding 
nursing care. 
(13) Assisting students to recognize patient problems. 
(1~) Assisting students to handle patient problems • 
(22) Discussing with students their problems in interpersonal 
relationships. 
(23) Discussing and/or evaluating student 1 s teaching plan. 
(28) Writing student progress reports. 
(29) Conducting evaluation conferences with students upon 
completion of assignment to clinical area. 
(31) Investigating accidents. (Students or patients) 
(35) Answering doctors' questions regarding patients. 
(;6) Accepting and transcribing doctors' orders. 
(37) Accepting complaints from doctors and other persons regarding 
patient cars. 
(~2) Interpreting to doctors community resources to patients • 
(~3) Directing and teaching non-professional workers on the job. 
• 
• 
• 
In Hospital B: 
(7) Supervising students doing new procedures. 
(17) Ascertaining that student's assignment is completed. 
(18) Assuming responsibility when student does not complete assign-
ment. 
(28) Writing student progress reports. 
(35) Answering doctors' questions regarding patients. 
(.36) Accepting and transcribing doctors' orders. 
(43) Directing and teaching non-professional workers on the job. 
(44) Assisting visitors. 
These are activities in which head nurses and clinical instrnctors 
agree among themselves as to what they are doing as wen as to what they 
feel they shou1d be doing but do not ~ee with each other. 
In Hospital A: 
(15) Initiating informal discussions with students regarding 
patient care. 
(39) ~articipating in patient education and rehabilitation. 
In Hospital B: 
(2) Orienting students to nursing r~tines in the clinical area. 
(6) Demonstrating new procedures· and teob.niques to students. 
(24) Checking verbally or by examining charts, student 1s execution 
of doctor's orders. 
(25) Checking verbally or by- examining charts, student 1 s execution 
of mrs ing measures • 
• 
• 
• 
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(37) Accepting complaints :from doctors and other persons regarding 
patient care. 
(J9) Patt~cipating in patient education and rehabilitation. 
(41) Participating ~n education o:f :family. 
These are. activities in which head muses agree among themselves as 
to what they J!.I!!. doing as well as to what they :feel they should be doing 
bu.t clinical inshuctors do I10t agree. 
In Hospital A: 
(19) Posting illustrative material. 
(26) Evaluating the effectiveness o:f patient care given by 
s~dents on a daily basis. 
In Hospital :S: 
None 
These are activities in which clinical instructors agree among them-
selves as to what they ~ doing as well as to what they :feel they should 
be doing but head nnrses.do not agree. 
In Hospital A: 
(2) Orienting s~dents to nnrsing routines in the clinical area. 
(5) Orienting students to new equipment. 
(16) Conducting informal discussions with students regarding 
patient care. 
(24) Checking verballY or by examining charts, student's execc.tion 
o:f doctor's orders. 
In Hospital B: 
(JZ) Attending team conferences with students. 
• 
• 
• 
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These are activities in which head nurses did not come to ~ agree-
ment as to what they are doil]8 as well as to what they feel they should be 
doil]8. 
In Hospital AI 
(z) Orienting students to musing routines in the clinical area. 
(S) Orientil]8 students to new equipment. 
(lS) Initiating formal discussions with students regardiiJ8 patient 
care. 
(16) Conductil]8 informal discussions with students regardil]8 patient 
care. 
(18) Assumil]8 responsibility when student does not complete assign-
ment • 
(20) Helping students to coordinate patient care with allied members. 
(l!bc. Soci.al Worker, Dietician) 
(24) Checkil]8 verbally or by examinill8 charts, student's execution 
of doctor 1 s orders. 
(JZ) Attending team conferences or rounds with students. 
In Hospital :B: 
(3) Orienting students to administrative routines of evening and 
night duty. 
(20) HelpiiJ8 students to coordinate patient care with allied members. 
(J2) Attending team conferences or rounds with students • 
• 
These are activities in which clinical instructors did not come to 
any agreement as to what they ~ doing as well as to what they feel they 
should be doing. 
In Hospital A: 
(17) Ascertaining that student's assignment is completed. 
(19) Posting illustrative teaching material for students. 
(26) Evaluating the effectiveness of patient care given by students 
on a daily basis. 
(32) Attending team conferences or rounds with students. 
(34) Teaching administrative duties to students. (Ex:. transcribing 
orders.) 
• In Hospital K: 
• 
None 
Questionnaire items in which. more than half of the respondents in 
both hospitals gave the same answers follow: 
1. Read nurses and clinical instructors became fam~liar with 
each others' responsibilities through direct working relation-
ship rather than through a planned orientation. 
2. Both feel that the pressures of their jobs limit the amount 
of teaching they do. 
3. Both think that their relationships with each other are good. 
4. Both enjoy teaching and Working with students • 
• 
• 
• 
5. Head llll.rses feel they have teachiDg responsibilities even though 
the,y have a clinical instructor assigned to their ward. 
6. Head nnrses are not as familiar as they would like to be with 
the educational program which students are having while in 
their clinical area. 
7, Head nu.rses do not have full complements of nu.rsi~~g personnel 
on the wards • 
• CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
This study was umlertaken to ascertain first, how the head :m1rses 
see their activities in relation to student education, secondly, how 
clinical instructors see their activities in relation to student education, 
and thirdly, how the head :m1rses and clinical instructors see each other's 
activities in relation to student education. The data were also analysed 
to bring out areas of conflict and duplication of effort in activities. 
A check list of forty-five activities and a questionnaire relating 
to personnel, professional and educational backgrouml were completed by 
• fourteen head nnrses and fourteen clinical instructors in Hospital A and 
five head nurses and five clinical instructors in Hospital :s. The data 
• 
from the checklist and questionnaire were tabulated separately for 
Hospital A and Hospital :S and for head nnrses aDd clinical instructors. 
Analysis of the data from the check list obtained in this study 
imlicate that in Hospital A there is more agreement among head nnrses 
and clinical instructors as to what they shou1d be doing than about. what 
/ 
they are presently doing. There is a substantial nnmber of activities 
in which head nnrses and clinical instructors did not come to any agree-
ment as to who is or should be responsible for the activities. There is 
less agreement among the head nnrses than the clinical instructors as to 
what they are presently doing • 
• 
. 
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In Hos:pita.l B there is more agreement among head nurses and clinical 
instructors as to wha.t they should be doing tha.n about wha.t they are :pres-
ently doing. For the activities they agreed tha.t they should be doing, the 
majority feel tha.t these activities should be carried out by both head 
=rses and clinical instructors. They seem to feel tha.t there should be 
du:plication of effort. It is evident also, tha.t the clinical instructors. 
in ma:ay instances, sse themselves as carrying out thsli'e activities alone 
whereas the head unrses see that both haed unrses and clinical instructors 
are sharing in the :performance of the same activities. 
The data. :f'rom the check list indicate that there is lack o:f clarity 
on the :part of both head zm.rses and clinical instr11ctors as to their own 
~ and each other 1s activities; There is apparent.du:plication o:f effort in 
• 
~ of the activities. It can be concluded tha.t there is existing conflict. 
:Replies to the questionnaire showed that more tha.n ha.lf of all re-
e:pondents in both hos:pitals agreed that they learned about each other 1s 
res:ponsilttlities by ltorking together rather tha.n by :planned orientation, 
tha.t the time they ha.ve for teaching is limited' by other demands of their 
jobs, tha.t they get along well with each other, and that they ·enjoy teach-
ing students. More tha.n ha.lf of the head zm.rses:.in both hos:pitals feel 
they ha.ve teaching res:ponsibilities but that they need to know more about 
the :program of student education and tha.t they do not have their fttll 
com:plement of nursing :personnel • 
• 
• 
• 
liECOMMllll'IDATIOl!IS 
As a result of this stuay the following generaJ. recommenaations 
are made: 
1. Tha.t this study be repeated or similar stuaies be carriea out 
in other hospitals conaucting schools of nursing to see if the 
same situation exists in other schools. 
2. That a similar study be made in which the head nurses ana clini-
cal instructors wou1a be askea to list their activities in 
relation to student ed.ucation in oraer to fUrther substantiate 
the fiudings. 
The following recommenaations are maae to Hospitals A ana ~: 
1. T.ba.t a. planned. orientation for head IDUSeS ana clinical instruc-
tors be carriad- out in oraer for them to unaeretana each other's 
responsibilities in relation to stuaent aduca.tion. 
2. That job aescriptions more clearly aefine. the activities 
expectea of head nurses ana clinical instructors. 
3. Tha.t perioaioally fUrther interpretation ana clarification of 
job fUnctions for head nu.rses ana clinical instra.ctors be 
carried out • 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
• 
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.APP!lllDIX 
FO!IMS USED FOR COLLIOClTING DATA 
We are interested. in studyi:og the "Relationship between Read Nurses 
and Clinical Instructors 11 as partial fUlfillment of requirements for the 
degree of Master of Sciences. We would appreciate your assistance in 
completi:og the attached check list and queetiorma.ire. 
In order for the information to be compiled accurately and for the 
results to be va:Ud, it is important that you answer the items as objec-
tively as possible. · Please d.o not compare your answers with aeyone ycu 
lmow who~ be campleti:og thi.s fom. Answer. the items as you personally 
are, or m~ be involved • 
. Diregtions m gqmpleting the cheek; llll· 
On the BSlllple check list, you will note that there are three 
column headings. 
1 • .A.ct1 vi ties 
2. Who Actually Does These 
:3. Who Should lle Responsible For These 
Please check in co:bunn 2 who actually does each activity, AND ALSO 
check in column :3 who should be responsible for the activity. For certait 
activities you m~ feel that both 11head nurse" and 11clinical i:utractor" 
should be checked. 
Ycu will also note thB.t there is a space provided for comment. 
Please comment only if you feel the need for clarif.ying the checkma.rk. 
When answering colnmn 2 (tlho Actually Does These), consider the 
e.ctivi ties as they were performed w1 thin the past six weeks • 
• ElW!PLE 
Column 1 ., ... Column 2 Column :3 .~~· 
WHO ACTUALLY WHO SHOULD :BE 
DOES THESE :RESPONSil!LE 
FOR THESE 
\... 
CLIN. CLIN. 
ACTIVITY· H.N. INSTR. COMMENT H.N. INSTR. COMMENT 
1. Keeping student experience X X 
records in order. 
2. Reading patients I medical X X . X X 
records. 
. 
:3· Discussing dai~ student 
progress of students with X X 
supervisor • 
• 
-
I 
• ' 
• 
- Column l Column 2 Column 3 . 
WHO ACTUALLY WHO SHOULD :BE 
DOE3 THESE l!ESPONSillLE 
FOR THESE 
CLIN. CLIN. 
ACTIVITIES H.N. INSTR, COMMENT H.N. INSTR. CCMMENT . 
l. Orienting students to the 
. 
physical set-up of the clini-
cal area. 
2. Orienting students to nnraing 
routines in the clinical a.rea. 
3· Orienting students to the a.d-
ministrative routines of . 
evening and night duty, 
4. Orienting students to the 
type of desired nursing care 
during evening and night duty, 
s. Orienting students to new 
• 
equipment • 
. . 
6. Demonstrating new procedures 
and techniques to students. 
(lib<. admitting procedure, 
dressing technique, etc.) 
' 
7· Supe:rvising students doing 
new procedures. 
8. Disc:nssing daily or special 
assignment with students. 
9. Determining the type of 
specific care and the amount 
of time needed for individ.,-
ua.l patients. 
10. Q:llestioning and answering 
students about drt1gs, pro- . 
ced~es, etc., in relation 
to patient care. 
ll. Assisting students to give 
direct llll.rsing care. 
12. Assisting students to iden-
tify their own problems 
• 
regarding nnrsing care • 
• Column 1 Colunm 2 Column 3 
WHO AO!WALLY WHO SHOULD :SE 
DOES TH1il5E :RESPONSI:SLE 
FOR.TBJ!SE 
OLIN. OLIN. 
ACTIVITIES R.N. INSTR. COMMENT R.N. Ili'STR. OOMMEN'l! 
13. Assisting students to recog-
nize patient problems. 
14. Assisting students to. handle 
patient prqblems. 
15. Initiating in:f'ormal disca.s-
aions With students regarding 
patient care. 
16. Conducting informal discus-
sions with students regarding 
. 
:patient care. 
-
1?. Ascertaining that student•o 
assignment is completed • 
• 
18. Assttming responsibility when 
I student does not complete 
assignment. 
19. Posting illustrative teaching 
material for students. 
20. Helping students to coordinate . 
:patient care with allied mem~ 
bers (~. Social Worker, 
Dietician). 
. 
21. Encoure,ging students to assume 
increasing responsibility for . 
:personal and professional . 
growth. . 
22. Discussing with students thei:r 
:problems in interpersonal 
relationships. 
23. Discussing and/~r eva:W.ating 
student • s teaching :plan. 
24. Checking verbally or by· exam-
ining charts, student's 
execution of d.octor•s orders. · . 
• 
• Column 1 Column 2 Column J 
WHO A0Tl1ALLY WHO SHOULD :BE 
DOES THESE RESFONSIBiiE 
. 
JroR THESE 
OLIN. OLIN. 
ACTIVITIES · H.Jll. INSTR. COMMENT R.N. INSTR. O<ro!ENT 
25. Checking verbally or by 
e~ining charts, student 1s 
execution of nursing 
measures. 
26. EvaJ.uating the effectiveness 
of patient care given by 
students on a daily basis. 
27. Writing anecdotal notes on 
students. 
28. Writing student progress 
reports. 
29. Conducting evalnation con- I 
• 
ferences with students 
upon completion of assign-
ment to clinical area. 
)0. Investigating student 
errors and/or omissions. 
)1. Investigating accidents. 
(Student or patient) 
)2. Attending team conferences 
or rounds with students. 
JJ. Planning student's time •. . . 
)4. Teaching administrative 
duties to students. 
(l!b:. Transcribing orders) 
J5. Answering doctors' questions 
regarding patients. 
)6. Accepting and transcribing 
doctors' orders. 
J?. Accepting complaints from 
~octors and other persons 
• 
regarding patient care • 
• 
uolumn l. uolumn z oolumn 3 
WHO AC!WALLY WHO SHOULD :BE 
DOE:! THESE BESPOllfS!BLE 
FOR THESE 
CLIN. CLIN. ~ 
ACTIVITIES . R.N • INSTR. CCMMENT l:I.N. INSTR. COMM:ENT 
38. Initiating patient educa-
tion and rehabilitation. 
' 
39· Participating in patient 
education and rehabilita- ., 
tion. 
4o. Initiating education of 
the family. . 
41. Participating in education 
of the family. 
42. Interpreting to doctors 
commnnity resources to 
• 
patients • 
43. Directing and teaching non-
professional workers on the 
job. 
44. Assisting visitors. 
45. Answering telephone~ 
• 
. 
. 
• 
• 
• 
Q.UESTIONNAlliE 
Title~------------------­ Age. ____ _ 
Directione: In the space or spaces provided check or complete the 
following: 
To what extent are yau. familiar with the clinical. instl'IJ.ctors • responsi-
bilities? 
A ~ficient extent·--------------------
l!Tot e.s much' as I would like'-------'----
Ro~t did you become familiar with the clinical. instructors• responsi-
bilities? 
Planned orientatio.u,_n_,;._ _____ --. 
Unstruc;tll.:r:ed : orientation\-. _____ _ 
Direct working rele.tionship~·--------------
How would you rate your rel.a.tionship with the clinical instructor? 
Good~-------------
~r ____________ _ 
Poor _______ _ 
Wey? 
Do you he.ve yau.r full. complement of nursing personnell 
Yes ____ _ 
No'-"'----
Beca.use you he.ve a. clinical instl'IJ.ctor assigned to your ward do YOU feel 
you he.ve ~teaching responsibilities? 
Yes. ________ _ 
No'---------
• 
• 
• . 
Ti tl.e Age. ____ _ 
Directions: ~n the space or spaces provided cheCk or compl.ete the 
fol.l.owing: 
To what extent are you famil.iar with the head nu.rses 1 responsibil.itiesY 
A sufficient extent. _______ ,;_ 
liot as much as I woul.d. l.ik:e'-------
How did you become famil.ia.r with the head nu.rs.es 1 responsibil.i ties 1 
PJ.a.nned orientation~--~-------
Unstructured. orienta.tion~--------
Direct working rel.a.tionship~--------
How woul.d you rate your rel.a.tionship with the head 1111rse1 
Good.. ______ _ 
Fair ______ _ 
Poor._. ________ __ 
. 
I 
• 
• 
• 
Are you familiar with th.e educational :program which the students are 
having while in th.e clinical area? 
A sufficient extent·--------
li ot as much as I would like•---------
How maD;?" students are usuall3" as signed to your area? 
First year~-------
Second year ____________ _ 
Third year _________ _ 
Total 
Do you enjoy teaching? 
I usuall:y do. ______ _ 
I UBilall:y do not·-~----­
Do you enJoy working with students? 
I USilall:y do. _________ _ 
I usua.ll3" do not:..,_ ____ _ 
Are you a graduate of? 
Diploma program~-------­
Associate degree :program•-------
Oollegiate program ___________ _ 
Do you have additional educational :preparation? 
Credits towards B.s. ___ .;..._ ___ 
B.s. ____ _ 
Credits towards M.s. _________ _ 
M. S ·-------------
• 
• 
Row long have y~ been in your present position? 
Number of years:..,_ ______ _ 
If le'!.s than one year, give Immber of months:..,_ ____ _ 
What have been your work experiences since completion of basic nursing 
program? 
l. 
2. 
,3. 
4. 
Position Held 
.l. 
2. 
,3. 
4. 
Jfumber of Years 
D9 you feel that the pressures of your job limit the amount of teaehing 
that you doT 
,·, Yes 
·--..,.----'---
No'---'-----'---'--
~. ~==~=====================================9F==== 
